
Seeing the Divine in All
Awakens the Divine in You

The transformation of human consciousness is progressing in earnest. Higher Energies 
are intensifying, quickening and are now more penetrating than ever. This high 
vibrational Power is loosening the solidity of the old self, opening the way for a merger 
with a Universal Love, Consciousness and Energy. This Union in Love is the ultimate 
gift. It is everything we have ever wanted and the purpose of every incarnation we have
ever had. All that is required is to let go of resistance; to agree to go along with this 
Divine evolutionary call. However, because we have identified with the separate self for
so long and with such fervor, this impulse towards Union can be quite daunting. 

Since the small self is the only thing in the way of merging with a Universal Love, all 
that is required for this Union to occur is surrendering the small self to that Higher 
Loving Power. But this kind of surrender is foreign to the small self which defines its 
very existence in terms of control and separateness. This separation is perpetuated and 
reinforced by judging others, self and the world. The need to feel right and superior are
the chains that bind you to the self rooted in fear and lack.



Simply seeing the Truth that ALL is Divine will directly align you with a Universal Love,
which will automatically end the compulsion to judge. This alignment with Truth will 
also allow the Awakening of the Divine in You!

The seed must break open, ending its former life in darkness, in order for the Tree
to be birthed forth into its New Life in the Light

What You See In Others
Are you angered or threatened by those who hold opposing views? Do you believe that 
certain people are less deserving to exist? Do you regard those who share your world 
view as more worthy? Is assessing who is spiritual and who is unspiritual something 
that you find yourself doing often? Are you confident in your ability to discern good 
and bad – people, organizations, countries, events, etc.? Although these ways of 
viewing the world and others is considered normal, they actually prevent you from 
experiencing your own Divinity and Freedom.  

Any thinking and feeling that makes you feel superior to others feeds your spiritual
ego. And a spiritual ego blocks the Light of God just as much as any other ego.

Do you see and feel the Divine Essence of even those who diametrically oppose your 
most cherished values? Do you completely allow the right of each and every one to 
exist? Are you able to See that the one who irritates you or even the one who has 
harmed you has the same God-essence as you? That places you at the threshold of 
Liberation. 

If You Are Not Seeing the Divine In All, You are Not Seeing the Divine At All

All Waves Ocean
The wave gladly merges with the Ocean because it does not view other waves as non-
Ocean. In Union, a wave KNOWS that it IS and has always been Ocean. This truth is 
obscured by the conviction that certain waves do not have Ocean essence, or that some 
waves are lacking in that Essence. 

Seeing other waves as non-Ocean will forever and unequivocally make that wave feel 
separate from the Ocean. Fear and lack will then be the predominant and INHERENT 
aspect of its pseudo-life. Ironically, seeing other waves as non-Ocean is a projection of 
one's own experience of being non-Ocean . . . which was created by seeing others as 
non-Ocean. It is a self-reinforcing loop. 

The only way for the wave to complete its journey Home is to surrender its need to
assert that there are ANY waves that are non-Ocean.



The Tree of Life In Every Leaf
A leaf's survival and beauty is contingent upon the survival of every other leaf. A tree 
cannot survive with only one leaf. What if leaves could judge like humans do? What if 
only leaves that met the conditions of other leaves were allowed to exist? There would 
not be any leaves left on the tree. There would be no tree.

Without a tree, every leaf dies. Without leaves, a tree does not exist

A leaf cannot know its Oneness with the Tree unless it allows the existence of every 
other leaf. In that Oneness, a leaf joyfully Loves every other leaf. The tree exists only as
its totality. Once a leaf lets go of its insistence that it is separate, the threat of other 
leaves instantly vanishes, and ALL leaves are transmuted into the Divine Radiance of 
God. There is no real Life, Beauty and Truth in separation. The leaf realizes it IS the 
tree through surrendering separation. 

That is the dawning of a New Life. The veil is lifted and the Realization of Self extends 
not only beyond the leaf, but beyond the tree to the forest, soil, rain, mountain, all 
creatures, the Earth and Sky. And once one experiences the Real Life of Divine Energy, 
it is seen that not even the Sky is the limit. For when one lives in, and AS, Pure Life 
Energy, other dimensions of Life begin to reveal themselves. 

Such is the deadening and distorting effect of identifying as a separate self, and
such is the Liberating and Enlivening Power of letting it go!

Give yourself the gift of having no enemies. The world and other people cannot do that 
for you. You get to decide. It is only then that you can be a gift unto the world. The 
flow of Divine Radiance Awakens when the separate self has been surrendered. 

The greatest Self Blessing is Seeing the Blessing in All

The Divine in You, Awakens the Divine in All
Since the ego exists as the denial of the Divine, an ego can never awaken the Divine in 
another, no matter how well intentioned, moral or “spiritual” it may be.

The ONLY Power that can revive and reawaken the Divine in another is the Divine. 

When the Divine in You Sees the Divine in another, this reclaims the Truth that All is 
Divine, which Awakens the Divine in that individual, no matter how long it has lain 
dormant, forgotten or disowned. This is the greatest Love of all.
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